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Abstract: High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) dynamo flux pumps are a promising alternative
to metal current leads for energization and the persistent current mode operation of high current DC
superconducting magnet systems for applications in rotating machines, such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) or fusion systems. The viability of the flux pump concept has been widely proven by
laboratory experiments and research is now in progress for the design and optimization of flux pump
devices for practical applications. It has been widely established that the dependence of the critical
current density (Jc) on the temperature (T), the magnetic field magnitude (B), and the orientation (θ),
has a substantial impact on the overall DC voltage obtained at the terminals, as well as on the current
limit and the loss of the flux pump. Since HTS tapes produced by different manufacturers, they
show different dependencies of Jc with the amplitude and the orientation of the magnetic field. They
also give rise to different outputs when employed in flux pumps. In this paper, we evaluate and
compare the performance of several commercial HTS tapes used for flux pumping purposes through
numerical simulation. We also investigate the dependence of the flux pump ‘s performance on
the operating temperatures. A 2D finite element numerical model is first developed and validated
against experimental data at 77 K. Afterward, the same HTS dynamo apparatus used for validation is
exploited for the comparison. The Jc(B,θ,T) and n(B,θ,T) relations, which characterize each different
tape in the model, are reconstructed via artificial intelligence techniques based on the open-access
database of the Robinson Research Institute. It is shown in the paper that certain tapes are more
suitable than others for flux pump applications and that the best overall operating temperature is in
the vicinity of 77 K.

Keywords: HTS dynamo machine; flux pump; finite element modeling; HTS tape

1. Introduction

Flux pumps represent a compact, contactless, and low-cost alternative to metal current
leads and conventional power supplies for injecting and maintaining current in super-
conducting magnets [1–5]. In recent years, the flux pump’s mechanism and charging
capacity have been investigated both through numerical simulation [6–16] and through
experimental tests [17–27]. Recent studies have also quantitatively addressed the potential
advantages of the flux pumps in comparison to conventional solutions for the supply of
superconducting magnets in practical applications. For the case of wind power generator
exciters, Sung et al. calculated a heat load of 10.2 W using a flux pump against 31.8 W
employing current leads when supplying a 12 MW wind generator [28,29], whilst the
authors of this study had previously simulated the energetic performance of a dynamo
designed for exciting the field winding of the EcoSwing wind turbine, reporting a potential
76% heat load reduction compared to the current leads based existing solution [30]. Rice
et al. estimated a potential reduction of 90% and 98% in the cryogenic load for charging and
maintaining 60 kA into the toroidal field coils of fusion magnets, proving to be a massive
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space saver as well [31]. Flux pumps could also bring benefits to the biomedical industry,
in fact, Wang et al. designed and constructed a compact 1.5 T HTS MRI system dedicated
for human joint diagnosis [32,33], whilst Coombs et al. are constructing a portable MRI for
human head scanning that employs a flux pump [34].

Despite the huge potential, the process of designing a flux pump with the desired
performance is a non-trivial task due to its complex physical mechanism which ultimately
results in intricate relationships between the flux pump specifications and the outputs.
Therefore, recent studies have focused on the impact of the design parameters on the
performance, including the frequency of rotation [35,36], the ratio between the permanent
magnet and the HTS tape widths [37,38], the airgap [39,40], and the number of permanent
magnets [41].

An effective design of flux pumps must rely on accurate modelling. The degradation
of the critical current Ic of the HTS tapes due to the temperature T, as well as the magnetic
field amplitude B and the orientation θ has been identified as a major factor that impacts
the overall performance of the flux pump [42,43], both in terms of the output DC voltage
and the efficiency. As the HTS tapes produced by different manufacturers have a different
critical current behavior versus temperature and magnetic field, they perform differently
when employed in flux pumps. In this paper, the performance of the flux pump based on
different commercially available HTS tapes are numerically evaluated and compared to
provide guidance on the selection of the best performing tape in the design of practical flux
pump devices. The aim is to point out the main trends in the impact of the critical current
density degradation on the flux pump outputs, as well as to provide a useful insight toward
the future development of optimum-designed flux pumps. For each of the considered
commercial tapes, the Ic(B,θ,T) and n(B,θ,T) curves available from the Robinson Research
Institute “High-Temperature Superconductor critical current data” public database [43,44]
have been used as input, and incorporated into the numerical model through artificial
intelligence techniques. The consideration of the dependence of the critical current density
Jc and the n exponent on the temperature T allowed for an investigation, for the first time,
into the impact of T on the overall outputs and performance of the dynamo.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the finite element (FE) model that was
developed for the numerical analysis is briefly resumed and validated over experimental
results. The experimental flux pump apparatus reported in [21], employing a HTS tape with
a 12 mm width produced by Superpower, is used to carry out the validation. In Section 3,
the numerical model is used to simulate the performance of the same dynamo flux pump
apparatus of [21] but employs different commercial HTS tapes. The performance results
reported in this section include the V-I curves, as well as the output power, the loss, and the
efficiency of the dynamos at different temperatures. This section also includes the results
of the impact of the operating temperature on the outputs and performance. Finally, in
Section 4, the main findings of this study are summarized in the conclusions.

2. Numerical Model and Validation against Experimental Results
2.1. The Volume Integral Elements Formulation (VIE) Model

The 2D numerical FE model that has been used to carry out this study is based
on the Volume Integral Elements formulation (VIE) of the eddy current problem which
is described in detail in [15]. The model solves an equivalent circuit of the HTS tape
obtained by subdividing its cross section into a finite number of 2D elements along its
width and by enforcing Equation (1) to be satisfied in the weak form over each element of
the discretization.

→
E = −∂

→
Aext

∂t
− ∂

→
AJ

∂t
−∇φ (1)

where φ is the electric scalar potential, the electromotive force is given by the sum of a
contribution due to the time-varying field produced by the current induced in the super-

conductor (∂
→
AJ/∂t term) and a second contribution due to the varying external magnetic
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field produced by the permanent magnet (∂
→
Aext/∂t term). Both the HTS and the two copper

stabilizer layers are included in the numerical model, whereas the silver layer and the
Hastelloy substrate are not considered due to their negligible effect. A constant resistivity

of 0.19 µΩcm is assumed for the copper, whereas for the HTS layer, the electric field
→
E is

related to
→
J by means of the E-J power law (2),

E =
E0

JC

∣∣∣∣ J
JC

∣∣∣∣n−1
J (2)

where E0 is a conventional parameter used as a criterion for the definition of the conven-
tional critical current density Jc (a value of 1 µV cm−1 is assumed), and the dimensionless n
exponent is chosen to make (2) fit the experimental E-J line for a given tape. Jc and n depend
on the temperature, as well as on the amplitude and orientation of the external magnetic
field applied on the tape, hence, any commercial HTS tape is characterized by its specific
Jc(B,θ,T) and n(B,θ,T) relations. These dependences are incorporated into the FE model by
using artificial intelligence models [45], each of which is specific for one commercial HTS
tape and is trained based on its own experimental Ic(B,θ,T) and n(B,θ,T) datasets taken
from the Robinson Research Institute database [43,44].

The final system, written in Equation (3), is solved by enforcing the sum of all the
currents flowing in the elements of the tape 2D discretization, which physically corresponds
to imposing the transport current in the tape.

=
M

dIw

dt
=

=
RIw + u + 1V (3)

where V is the resulting voltage at the terminals of the flux pump, Iw is the set of currents
of the tape elements, 1 is a column vector of as many ones as the number of elements of

the subdivision,
=
M is the self/mutual induction coefficients matrix of the elements,

=
R is

the diagonal matrix of resistances, and u is the forcing terms due to the electromotive force
caused by the external magnetic field of the permanent magnet.

2.2. Numerical Model Validation

The validation of the numerical model is carried out by simulating the flux pump
apparatus of [21] and by comparing the numerical results with the experimental data.
Figure 1a shows a 3D scheme of the dynamo flux pump tested in [21], whereas Figure 1b
shows a 2D cross section of the dynamo and depicts the main parameters of the apparatus,
that are also listed in Table 1. The flux pump of the experimental campaign employs a
12 mm wide HTS tape produced by Superpower, whose main characteristics are displayed
in Table 2. An external electronic current supply is connected to the HTS tape of the flux
pump to enforce the transport current I during the experiments, while voltage taps are used
for measuring the voltage V of Figure 1a. This occurs when the flux pumping is taking
place, that is when the HTS tape is cooled down to reach the superconducting state and the
permanent magnet is rotating with angular velocityω. Different rotation velocities, in the
range 178.2–1489.8 rpm (corresponding to 2.97–24.83 Hz) are considered for the rotor in
the experimental campaign. More details of the experimental set-up and its functioning
can be found in [21]. The flux pump operation is simulated in current-driven conditions,
which means that a constant transport current I is assigned in the FE model (for example,
the case of open circuit corresponds to I = 0 A). The calculated DC voltage V of the flux
pump (that is, the average voltage at the terminals in one period) is shown in Figure 2a for
different values of the operating current and the frequency of the rotor. The corresponding
experimental data are shown in Figure 2b. All the curves show a linear decrease of the DC
terminal voltage with the operating current. The current Ilim at which the voltage becomes
zero fix the limit of operability of the flux pump as a power supply. Beyond that value,
the terminal voltage is reversed and so the power flows at the device terminal. Hence,
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the electric power is absorbed rather than delivered to the flux pump terminals, and is
converted, along with the mechanical power supplied to the rotor, in heat dissipation into
the device. It can be noted that the model predicts lower values of both the DC voltage and
the limit current for every frequency of rotation. In particular, the difference between the
experimental DC open circuit voltage (at I = 0 A) and the numerical value is 32% on average,
whereas the difference between the experimental and the numerical values of the limit
current (at which V = 0 V) is 22% on average. The mismatch between the numerical and the
experimental results Figure 2b, respectively, is mainly due to the uncertainty of the actual
value of the airgap between the magnet and the tape during flux pump operation [8,39].
In fact, at least a 0.5 mm reduction of the airgap with respect to the measured value at
room temperature is estimated to occur at 77 K in a similar flux pump apparatus due to
thermal contractions [8]. Hence, in order to obtain a proper match between the model and
the experimental V-I curves, a comparable reduction of the airgap needs to be considered.
In Figure 2b the calculated V-I curves of the flux pump with a reduced airgap of 3 mm are
shown. It can be observed that these curves fit the experimental data much better, with
the error dropping to 3% and 6% for the DC open circuit voltages and the limit current of
the flux pump, respectively. An applied airgap reduction of 0.7 mm with respect to the
room temperature value needed for obtaining a proper fitting of the experimental data is in
the range suggested in [8] due to thermal contraction. More accurate 3D models will be
developed in future works to further improve the results in Figure 2b.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the reference HTS dynamo flux pump used for simulation, and
(b) schematic 2D section view of the flux pump (where PM stands for permanent magnet) [21].

Table 1. Main specifications of the reference HTS dynamo flux pump referred to Figure 1b.

Specification Value

Width of the PM, aPM 3.2 mm
Height of the PM, bPM 12.7 mm
Depth of the PM, lPM 12.7 mm
Remanence of the PM 1.3 T

Width of the HTS tape, atape 12 mm
Operating temperature 77 K

External radius of the rotor, Rrotor 35 mm
Airgap between the PM and the HTS tape, δ 3.7 mm
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Table 2. Main characteristics of the Superpower HTS tape used in the reference HTS dynamo
flux pump.

Specification Value

Width of the HTS tape, atape 12 mm
Thickness of the HTS layer 1 µm

Thickness of the substrate (Hastelloy) 50 µm
Thickness of the Silver stabilizer layer 2 µm

Thickness of the Cu stabilizer layers (at the top and the bottom of the tape) 25 µm
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Figure 2. Numerical and experimental curves of the reference dynamo flux pump. The curves show
the dependence of the DC terminal voltage on the transport current at different rotating frequencies;
(a) numerical results obtained with the model using data from Table 1, comprising an airgap of
3.7 mm, (b) numerical results obtained with the scaled model using 3 mm air gap vs. experimental
results from [21].

3. Results and Discussion-Performance of Different HTS Tapes for Flux
Pump Applications

In this section, the performance of the dynamo flux pump in Table 1 (with a reduced
airgap of 3.0 mm) employing different commercial HTS tapes and operating at 77.5 K
are evaluated and compared, finding the best performer at this temperature. In applied
superconductivity, 77.5 K is considered a relevant and strategic operating temperature in
large-scale power applications, as it corresponds to the boiling temperature of nitrogen.
The latter is then selected and the impact of temperature on the performance of the flux
pump is investigated with reference to this HTS tape. For simplicity, all the quantitative
performance indicators shown in this section refer to the basic flux pump design in Section 2,
which employs one HTS tape and one rotating permanent magnet (PM) with an assigned
layout and dimensions, and do not apply if optimized flux pump systems, with different
layouts and/or dimensions, are considered. In comparative terms, however, the results
of the present section apply to any flux pump device because a number of HTS tapes
are periodically swept by a PM, similar to the case considered here. In particular, the
selected tape with the best performance in terms of efficiency and DC output voltage
for the considered basic flux pump design, will apply to other flux pump designs of
practical interest.

3.1. Performance Comparison of Flux Pumps Based on Different Commercial HTS Tapes at 77.5 K

Using the corresponding data downloaded from [43], the following commercially
available tapes have been simulated and compared.
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• THEVA Pro-Line 2G HTS;
• Shanghai Superconductor Low Field High Temperature 2G HTS;
• SuperOx GdBCO 2G HTS;
• SuperOx YBCO 2G HTS;
• SuperPower Advanced Pinning 2G HTS;
• Fujikura FYSC 2G HTS;
• SuNAM HAN04200 2G HTS.

The main specifications in Table 1 are considered for all simulations, with exception to
the airgap length, which, as discussed in Section 2, is set to 3 mm in order to reproduce
the experimental data of the validation case with a good accuracy. A width of 12 mm
is assumed for all the HTS tapes. The frequency of rotation of the permanent magnet is
24.83 Hz. An operating temperature of 77.5 K is considered for all simulated cases. The
Ic(B,θ) and n(B,θ) curves at 77.5 K used for the simulations are taken from the Robinson
Research Institute database [43,44]. The critical current characterization system that was
used to acquire this data is fully described in [46]. The Ic(B) per unit width at θ = 90◦ (field
parallel to the tape) and the Ic(θ) per unit width curve at 0.3 T for all tapes are shown in
Figure 3a,b as an example. Both the values shown are per unit width of tape. The Ic(B) is
limited to the interval 0–1 T as this is the desired range of field for flux pump applications.
The results for all the tapes under the aforementioned operating conditions are reported
in Figure 4. In particular, the dependence of the DC terminal voltage V on the operating
current is shown. A wide spread of the open circuit voltage, ranging from 48 µV for the
Fujikura tape to 93 µV for the SuperOx YBCO tape, can be observed from the figure. The
limit of the current at which the flux pump can operate in the generator mode also depends
on the tape. A limit current of 90 A is obtained for the THEVA tape, whereas a nearly double
valued of 176 A is observed for the SuperOx YBCO tape. Despite having the lowest open
circuit voltage, the Fujikura tape has the second largest limit current of the generator mode,
which stresses the fact that the tape choice also affects the slope of the V-I curve and, hence,
the deliverable power and efficiency. Figure 4b displays the AC losses of the dynamos at
the different transport currents. It is stressed that the losses at a zero transport current,
i.e., open circuit condition, is a non-zero and the trend of the AC losses against the transport
current is quadratic, as previously observed in [15]. The power that is delivered by the
dynamos and the corresponding efficiency are shown in Figure 4c,d, respectively. Because
of the quasi-linear trend of the V-I curves, the maximum deliverable power and efficiency
are closely located at half of the current limit of the generator mode. The maximum overall
output power of 4.5 mW is reached by the SuperOx YBCO tape. This is not a surprise since
it was already observed that this tape has both the largest open circuit voltage and the
largest generator mode current limit. Since the losses are in the order of hundreds of mW
whereas the output powers are in the order of the mW, low efficiencies in the range of 1% to
3.5% are reached. While low efficiencies are common in flux pumps, it is important to note
that these results are notably low due to the small-scale laboratory apparatus employed
in this study. Therefore, the efficiency range of 1–3.5% observed here holds no immediate
practical significance. In the literature, efficiencies of up to 16% have been reported for
dynamos [27], indicating substantial room for improvement.

Despite the fact that this paper highlights one of the main challenges of flux pumps,
i.e., low efficiency, recent experimental studies reported more powerful dynamos, involving
the largest number of permanent magnets and the largest rotating frequency, with a result-
ing efficiency of up to 16% [27], thus showing room for improvement for such technology.
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3.2. Impact of Operating Temperature

Based on the results of Section 3.1, the SuperOx YBCO 2G HTS is chosen for carrying
out the investigation of the impact of temperature on the performance of the dynamo flux
pump. The following temperatures have been investigated: 55 K, 65 K, 70 K, 77.5 K, 80 K,
and 85 K. Temperatures lower than 55 K have not been investigated due to the fact that the
resulting performance of the flux pump in terms of open circuit voltage are too low to be of
interest. At each operating temperature, the following performance and operating limits
have been numerically evaluated:

• Open circuit voltage;
• Limit current of the generator mode;
• Maximum output power;
• AC loss in open circuit condition;
• Maximum efficiency.

The numerical results are reported in Figure 5. In particular, Figure 5a,b reports the
dependence of the open circuit voltage and the limit current of the generator mode on the
temperature. In these plots, it can be seen that the largest value of open circuit voltage is
obtained between 80 K and 85 K (according to the polynomial interpolation), whereas the
maximum value of the limit current is located at approximately 65 K, therefore it is not
possible to find a temperature that maximizes both of these performances, and a trade-off is
needed in the final design. It is worth noting that the open circuit voltage drastically drops
for temperatures below about 75 K. This is explained by the improvement of the critical
current of the tape and its reduced dependence on the external magnetic field which occurs
at lower temperatures. In fact, the local non-linear resistivity is acknowledged to cause
the voltage rectification in the flux pump [6], but the increase of the critical current and,
most importantly, the reduced impact of the magnetic field at low temperatures makes the
local resistivity drop. We also attribute the lower value of Ilim under 65 K to this. Indeed, at
low temperatures the impact of the field produced by the permanent magnet is so minor
that flux pumping barely happens, resulting in the V-I characteristic to escape the first
quadrant and lay almost exclusively in the fourth one (low open circuit voltage and Ilim).
On the other hand, the decrease of the open circuit voltage at high temperatures (above
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80 K) is explained by the reduction of the non-linearity due to lower n values, whereas the
decrease of the limit current is due to degradation of the superconducting properties which
appears when the critical temperature is approached. Figure 5c,d shows how the energetic
performance of the dynamo is affected by temperature.
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In Figure 5c, the maximum output power that the dynamo can deliver to the load,
which occurs approximately at half of the limit current of the generator mode, is maximized
when the dynamo operates at roughly 80 K. In Figure 5d, it is observed that the largest value
of open circuit AC loss lies between 70 K and 77.5 K. As a result, the maximum efficiency
(over 4%) is clearly located around 80 K, as Figure 5e displays. Similar to Figure 4d, the
low efficiency itself is not significant, as it pertains to a non-optimized laboratory-scale
apparatus. However, what is crucial is its observed trend versus the transport current. It
is plausible to assume that this same trend would scale towards higher efficiencies in the
case of large-scale, optimized dynamos [27]. Based on the results of Figure 5, it could be
discussed that choosing the operating temperature of a flux pump is no trivial task. Indeed,
the generally poor efficiency should be a driver to make the flux pump operate at higher
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temperatures, where both the efficiency and output power are maximized. However, it
should not be forgotten that the very large current capability must be reached when the
flux pump is needed for the supply of high current systems, like fusion magnets, and the
best operating temperature in this regard is at about 65 K. Nevertheless, decreasing the
operating temperature below 77.5 K is not viable due to the dramatic drop of the open circuit
voltage that it involves. Therefore, the optimal temperature of the flux pump, allowing a
maximum operating voltage, output power, and efficiency, is 77.5 K. An increased current
capacity, when needed, must be reached by using more tapes in parallel. This choice is
also technically convenient and cost-effective, as this temperature is obtained with a liquid
nitrogen cooling at ambient pressure and does not require any additional apparatus.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we evaluated and compared the performance and the operating limits in
the generator mode of several commercial HTS tapes that can be considered for dynamo
flux pumps. It is shown that the choice of the tape affects the voltage and current limits in
the generator mode of almost up to 100%, whereas the maximum efficiency can be more
than tripled (1% and 3.5% are obtained as the minimum and maximum best efficiency
in this paper depending on the tapes used). These results stress the significant impact of
the Jc(B,θ,T) and n(B,θ,T) dependence on the flux pump’s performance. Furthermore, the
impact of temperature on the open circuit voltage, the current limit in the generator mode,
the maximum efficiency, the losses, and the maximum output power was assessed. The
results showed that the best overall operating temperature of the flux pump is arguably
in the vicinity of 77.5 K, if the goals are to optimize the output voltage and the efficiency,
whereas the maximum current capacity occurs around 60 K, which also minimizes the
losses. These are important and positive findings because they show that common cryo-
genic temperatures that can be reached with cheap liquid nitrogen are favorable for the
effective operation of flux pumps. The numerical tool developed during this study and its
results will be used for future research such as the design of large-scale flux pumps for a
superconducting magnets power supply.
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